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Abstract

In this paper a continuous time price and quantity adjustment process is considered for

an economy facing price rigidities� In the short run prices are assumed to be completely

�xed and the markets are cleared by quantity adjustments until a �xed price equilibrium is

reached where every market is typically characterized by either supply rationing or demand

rationing� Next prices are assumed to move upwards in case of demand rationing on a

market and downwards when supply rationing occurs� Markets are kept in equilibrium

by in�nitesimal quantity adjustments such that at every moment in time a �xed price

equilibrium results� Using only standard assumptions on the primitive concepts of the

economy it is shown that the price and quantity adjustment process indeed converges to

a �xed price equilibrium for the initially given prices� Moreover� in the long run� when

prices are allowed to change� the process is shown to reach a Walrasian equilibrium� A

simplicial algorithm is developed to approximate the price and quantity adjustment process

arbitrarily close� It is shown that the path of price systems and rationing schemes generated

by the algorithm converges to the path of the adjustment process�
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� Introduction

Probably the best known process of price adjustment in an exchange economy is the Wal�

rasian tatonnement process� In a situation where demand does not equal supply on the

markets of some commodities� the price on any market is adjusted according to the sign

of the excess demand� Furthermore� as long as a non�zero excess demand prevails on some

market� no exchange of commodities takes place� Eventually� it is hoped� a situation of

zero excess demand will be obtained such that trade can take place�

The Walrasian tatonnement process has several shortcomings� One of the drawbacks

of the Walrasian tatonnement process is that convergence to a Walrasian equilibrium price

system can not be guaranteed in general� In this paper� convergence is always meant

in a global sense� so convergence to some equilibrium of the economy� possibly far away

from the starting point� Examples of economies for which the Walrasian tatonnement

process does not converge have been given by Scarf �	
�� It has been shown by Saari and

Simon �	�� that convergence of a process based on the excess demand function can only

be guaranteed when it uses almost all of the information provided by the excess demand

function and its �rst derivatives� A well�known process that satis�es this condition is the

global Newton method by Smale �	�� which converges to an equilibrium price system when

started at the boundary of the price space� The processes by van der Laan and Talman

���� ���� and Kamiya ���� not only use local information about the excess demand� but

are also based on information of the starting price system� As a consequence� it can be

shown that the process of Kamiya converges under standard assumptions plus a reasonably

mild boundary condition on the total excess demand function for a generic starting price

system �see Kamiya ������ while for every starting price system the process of van der Laan

and Talman converges for a generic exchange economy satisfying the standard conditions

�see Herings ����� A process which is locally convergent for a generic exchange economy

satisfying standard assumptions is given in Mukherji �		��

Even when convergence takes place� it will take some time before the equilibrium

price system has been reached� Until then� demand is not equal to supply on every market

and trade is excluded by the Walrasian tatonnement process� as well as the other processes

described above� A related drawback is that the relevant market signals for an adjustment

process in an economy are based on the e�ective demand associated with a Dr�eze equilib�

rium �introduced by Dr�eze �������� as has been noticed in Veendorp �	��� and not on the

notional demand used in the processes above� In a model with three commodities and two

consumers and with the total excess demand function satisfying a gross substitutability

condition� Veendorp has shown the convergence of an adjustment process that is based on

e�ective excess demands and which follows the path of �unique� Dr�eze equilibria �see also

Laroque ���� for a correction of the convergence proof�� Therefore� trade according to the
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prevailing Dr�eze equilibrium is possible at each point in time� In general� however� such

a process does not necessarily converge to a Walrasian equilibrium price system and even

chaotic behaviour may be expected as argued in Day and Pianigiani ��� and con�rmed in

a more complicated model in B�ohm �	�� A model closely related to the one of Veendorp

is considered in Movshovich �	��� Movshovich considers a process in discrete time� where

at each point in time the price of a randomly chosen commodity is adjusted on the basis

of the e�ective excess demand in the previous period at the �unique� Dr�eze equilibrium

at the current price system� Also in the model of Movshovich gross substitutability like

conditions are needed in order to guarantee convergence� In Herings� van der Laan� Talman

and Venniker ���� an adjustment proces is proposed such that a Dr�eze equilibrium prevails

in the economy at any point generated by the process� and in which prices are adjusted

according to the market situation at the Dr�eze equilibrium� That process is inspired by

recent experiences in Eastern European countries and starts from a situation where the

price level of the non�numeraire commodities is so low that complete demand rationing is

necessary to equilibrate the markets� Next the process generates a path of Dr�eze equilibria�

characterized by the absence of supply rationing� until a Walrasian equilibrium is reached�

Contrary to other price adjustment processes based on e�ective excess demands� this pro�

cess converges to a Walrasian equilibrium price system under standard assumptions with

respect to the economy� Therefore� unlike the other papers� it is for instance not assumed

that given some price system there is a unique Dr�eze equilibrium associated to it�

Also in this paper a price and quantity adjustment process is presented that follows

a path of Dr�eze equilibria� However� now the starting point of the process is a historically

given price system and quantity constraints which may not� and will not in general� con�

stitute a Dr�eze equilibrium� Initially� only the quantity constraints are adjusted� based on

the paradigm that quantity adjustments take place much faster than price adjustments�

The quantity adjustments are related to the excess demands on the markets of the non�

numeraire commodities and the values of the quantity constraints� This part of the process

proceeds until a Dr�eze equilibrium with respect to the initial �xed price system has been

reached� and it coincides with the quantity adjustment process given in Herings ����� It

is referred to as the short�term quantity adjustment process� Notice that this part of the

process is of the tatonnement type� since markets are out of equilibrium and no trade is

assumed to occur� Unlike the Dr�eze equilibrium which is the starting point of the process

in Herings� van der Laan� Talman� and Venniker ����� the Dr�eze equilibrium reached is

usually not characterized by complete demand rationing and might also have markets with

supply rationing� Once a Dr�eze equilibrium has been obtained� the process proceeds by

adjusting the prices� As long as demand �supply� rationing on the market of a commodity

prevails� the corresponding price will be increased maximally �minimally� relative to the

initial price system� and the rationing scheme is in�nitesimally adjusted such that any
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point on the path reached by the process is a Dr�eze equilibrium given the actual price

�exibility� This path of Dr�eze equilibria either ends with a second Dr�eze equilibrium with

respect to the initial price system or with a Walrasian equilibrium� In the �rst case� the

process proceeds with a short�term quantity adjustment process� until a third Dr�eze equi�

librium with respect to the initial �xed price system has been reached� It will be shown

that eventually a Dr�eze equilibrium at the initial price system will be reached from where

the path of Dr�eze equilibria leads to a Walrasian equilibrium�

It is interesting to compare the above adjustment process to a process in Dr�eze ����

Dr�eze�s process starts with historically given prices and quantity constraints on the supply

side� He also assumes quantities to move much faster than prices� Dr�eze shows that after

the adjustment of quantities a situation is reached where no market is in excess supply�

while positive excess demands may occur on some markets facing no longer any quantity

constraints on the supply side� Next� for the markets with positive excess demands the

prices will adjust upwards� Contrary� in our model of price and quantity adjustments these

markets would be cleared by quantity constraints on the demand side� while price adjust�

ments would be made after all markets have been cleared� Under the assumptions that

there are no inferior goods and that the marginal propensity to consume is less than one�

Dr�eze shows convergence of his process to a Dr�eze equilibrium without demand rationing

on any market�

Although the adjustment process of the present paper addresses several shortcom�

ings of existing adjustment processes� it is clear that other problems like the informational

requirements needed to make the adjustments or the non�speculative behaviour of eco�

nomic agents remain� In this respect it is interesting to mention that these informational

requirements can be weakend for the Walrasian tatonnement process� In the adjustment

process considered in Keisler ��
� and Keisler ���� there is decentralization with respect to

trades and price adjustments in the sense that the set of trades available to an agent does

not depend on the commodity holdings of the other agents in the economy and that at

each point in time the prices are adjusted on the basis of the excess demand of a single

consumer� Nevertheless� Keisler�s process approximates the Walrasian tatonnement pro�

cess as closely as desired� It seems possible that a similar approach could also weaken the

informational requirements for the adjustment process under consideration in this paper�

The convergence proof of the adjustment process described in this paper is based on

some techniques of simplicial approximation� as initiated by Scarf �	��� First� an arti�cial

function of excess demands� called the reduced total excess demand function� is constructed�

This function is constructed such that the points reached by the adjustment process are

zero points of this function� Subsequently� a simplicial algorithm is described and is shown

to generate a path of zero points for a piecewise linear approximation of the reduced total

excess demand function� This path is then shown to yield an approximation of the desired
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adjustment process� The inaccuracy of the approximation can be made arbitrarily small� A

direct analysis of the exact adjustment process is also possible using methods of di�erential

topology� In fact� the convergence of the short�term quantity adjustment process to a Dr�eze

equilibrium has been shown in Herings ���� for a generic C� economy with the economy

being parametrized by the initial endowments� The complexity of these proofs made us

refrain from a similar analysis for the current process and led us to be content with the

��result obtained using the technique of simplicial approximation�

The paper has been organized as follows� In Section 	 the model is described

and the de�nition of a Dr�eze equilibrium is stated� In Section � we de�ne the reduced

total excess demand function and derive some properties of it that are used in subsequent

sections� In Section 
 the adjustment process is discussed and illustrated by a numerical

example� In Section � some techniques of simplicial approximation are described� Based

on these techniques� the convergence of the adjustment process related to a piecewise

linear approximation of the reduced total excess demand function is shown� Finally� in

Section  we show that the inaccuracy with which this path follows the adjustment process

as described in Section 
 can be made arbitrarily small� In fact� it is shown that the

approximate paths converge to the path of the exact adjustment process if the latter is

well�de�ned�

� The model

For ease of notation� in the sequel we denote the set of indices f�� � � � � kg by Ik� the set of

indices f�� �� � � � � kg by I�k � IR
k
� � fx � IRk j xj � �� �j � Ikg and IRk

�� � fx � IRk j xj � ��

�j � Ikg�We consider an exchange economy E � �fX i��i� wigmi��� ep�� In this economy there

are m consumers� indexed i � �� � � � �m� and n � � commodities� indexed j � �� � � � � n� ��

Each consumer i � Im is characterized by a consumption set X i� a preference preordering

�i on X i� and a vector of initial endowments wi� The vector w is de�ned by w �
P

i�Im
wi�

In this paper we assume that the economy E is initially faced with a completely

�xed price system� determined by the vector ep � IRn��
�� � We take one of the commodities�

say commodity n��� as the numeraire commodity having a price equal to �� so epn�� � ��

In the short run the prices are completely �xed and market equilibrium will be achieved

by quantity constraints on the non�numeraire commodities� In the long run we allow for

price �exibility by introducing a so�called ��exibility� parameter � � ��� ��� describing the

maximal possible relative decrease or increase of a price relative to ep� For a given vector ep
of �xed prices and a �exibility parameter �� the set of admissible price systems is given by

the set P ��� de�ned by

P ��� � fp � IRn��
� j �� � ��epj � pj � ��� ����epj� �j � In� and pn�� � �g�
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For ease of notation� in the following we de�ne� for � � ��� ��� p
j
��� � ��� ��epj � �j � In�

pj��� � �� � ����epj� �j � In� and p
n��

��� � pn����� � �� so that P ��� � fp � IRn��
� j

p
j
��� � pj � pj���� �j � In��g� It is possible to interprete � as a time parameter� in which

case P ��� then denotes the set of possible price systems at time �� Clearly� we have that

P ��� � fepg and ��������P ��� � fp � IRn��
�� j pn�� � �g� meaning that the set of admissible

price systems varies from the unique vector of �xed prices ep for � � � to the set of all

positive prices with the price of the numeraire normalized to one for � � �� The de�nition of

the sets P ��� could be generalized considerably while our results would still hold� In fact� it

would be su�cient to assume that� for every j � In� p
j
��� and pj��� are continuous function

of �� p
j
��� � epj � pj��� � epj � lim��� p

j
��� � �� lim��� pj��� � 	 and p

n��
��� � pn����� � ��

�� � ��� ��� Again� P ��� � fp � IRn��
� j p

j
��� � pj � pj���� �j � In��g�

The following assumptions with respect to the economy E are made�

A�� For every consumer i � Im� the consumption set X i belongs to IRn��
� � is closed and

convex� and X i � IRn��
� 
 X i�

A�� For every consumer i � Im� the preference preordering �i on X i is complete� con�

tinuous� strongly monotonic� and strongly convex�

A�� For every consumer i � Im� the vector of initial endowments wi belongs to the

interior of X i�

Notice that the assumption of strong convexity in A	 allows us to work with demand

functions instead of demand correspondences�

In general the short�term vector ep of �xed prices will not be equal to the price

system in any Walrasian equilibrium of the economy E� being a price system p� � IRn��

and consumption bundles x�i � X i� �i � Im� such that both
Pm

i�� x
�i �

Pm

i��w
i and x�i

is a best element for �i in the budget set fxi � X i j p��xi � p��wig for every i � Im�

To equilibrate the demand and the supply under price rigidities one may introduce an

equilibrium concept involving vectors of quantity constraints on the net demands and the

net supplies of the non�numeraire commodities� Given a price system p � IRn��
� � a rationing

scheme on supply l � �IRn
� and a rationing scheme on demand L � IRn

�� the constrained

budget set of consumer i � Im is given by

Bi�p� l� L� � fxi � X i j p�xi � p�wi and lj � xij �wi
j � Lj� �j � Ing�

Following the �x�price literature �see for a recent survey B�enassy ����� it is assumed that

there is no rationing on the market of the numeraire commodity� The corresponding con�

strained demand di�p� l� L� of consumer i is de�ned as the best element for �i in Bi�p� l� L��

Because of the strong convexity and strong monotonicity assumptions this element is u�

nique and lies on the budget hyperplane� i�e�� p�di�p� l� L� � p�wi�
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Following Dr�eze ��� for given � � ��� ��� a Dr�eze equilibrium with respect to the set

P ��� of admissible price systems is de�ned as follows�

De�nition ��� �Dr�eze equilibrium	

For given � � ��� ��� a Dr�eze equilibrium with respect to the set P ��� �denoted DE�� for

the economy E � �fX i��i� wigmi��� ep� is a price system p� � P ���� a rationing scheme

�l�� L�� � �IRn
� � IRn

�� and� for every consumer i � Im� a consumption bundle x�i � X i

such that

�i� for all i � Im� x�i � di�p�� l�� L���

�ii�
Pm

i�� x
�i �

Pm

i�� w
i�

�iii� for all j � In� x�hj � wh
j � l�j for some h � Im implies x�ij � wi

j � L�
j � �i � Im� and

x�hj � wh
j � L�

j for some h � Im implies x�ij �wi
j � l�j � �i � Im�

�iv� for all j � In� p�j � p
j
��� implies l�j � x�ij � wi

j� �i � Im� and p�j � pj��� implies

L�
j � x�ij � wi

j� �i � Im�

The rationing schemes on supply and demand are assumed to be uniform� i�e�� the same

for each consumer� This assumption can be relaxed easily� Condition �i� requires that the

consumption of each consumer equals his constrained demand� while Condition �ii� is the

market clearing condition� Condition �iii� implies that there is not simultaneously rationing

on both sides of a market� Condition �iv� precludes supply rationing on the market of some

commodity as long as its price is not minimal� whereas demand rationing on the market of

a commodity does not take place if its price is not maximal� In case � � �� Condition �iv�

is redundant� For � � � Condition �iii� is implied by Condition �iv��

A constrained equilibrium without rationing yields a Walrasian equilibrium� It will

be shown in Lemma ��� that for � large enough it holds that any DE� is a Walrasian

equilibrium� In this paper a price and quantity adjustment process will be considered that

starts with the vector of �xed prices ep and an arbitrary rationing scheme �l� L� � �IRn
��IRn

��

In a �rst stage of quantity adjustments� the initial rationing scheme is adjusted until a short�

term DE� for the vector of �xed prices ep is reached� In the second stage prices are adjusted

while markets are kept in equilibrium by in�nitesimally small changes in the rationing

scheme� In this way the process will generate a path of DE��s for varying values of � and

will �nally converge to a Walrasian equilibrium� At any point on the second stage path

all markets are in equilibrium and hence trade is possible� According to Condition �iv�

we have that at any equilibrium along the path the price of a commodity j � In is on

its lower bound p
j
��� as long as at least one consumer is rationed on his supply of this

commodity� the price of a commodity j is on its upper bound pj��� as long as at least one
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consumer is rationed on his demand of this commodity� and the price of a commodity j is

allowed to vary between its lower bound p
j
��� and upper bound pj��� as soon as there is

no rationing on this market� So� prices of commodities on markets with supply rationing

�demand rationing� are decreased �increased� maximally�

� The reduced total excess demand function

To describe the price and quantity adjustment process� we relate to any element q of the

�n� ���dimensional set Cn�� given by

Cn�� � fq � IRn�� j � � qj � �� �j � In� � � qn�� � �g�

a �exibility parameter b��q� and thereby a set P �b��q�� of admissible price systems� a price

system bp�q� � P �b��q�� and a rationing scheme �bl�q�� bL�q��� For q � Cn��� de�ne

b��q� � qn�� ���

 pn���q� � �� �	�

for all j � In�

bpj�q� � maxfp
j
�b��q���minf�	� �qj�p

j
�b��q�� � ��qj � ��pj�b��q��� pj�b��q��gg� ���blj�q� � �minf�� �qjgwj� �
�

bLj�q� � minf�� � � �qjg
ep�wepj � ���

Let some q � Cn�� be given� For every j � In we have that qj � � implies blj�q� � � and

qj � � implies bLj�q� � �� Moreover� � � qj �
�
	
implies bpj�q� � p

j
�b��q��� blj�q� � �wj andbLj�q� �

ep�w

epj
� Furthermore� �

	 � qj �
�
	 implies p

j
�b��q�� � bpj�q� � pj�b��q��� blj�q� � �wj

and bLj�q� �
ep�w

epj
� whereas �

	 � qj � � implies bpj�q� � pj�b��q��� blj�q� � �wj� and bLj�q� �

ep�w

epj
� For any q it holds that bp�q� � P �b��q�� since bpn���q� � ��

The properties described in the previous paragraph imply that if �
	 � qj � �� then

the rationing scheme on supply on the market of commodity j� blj�q�� is non�binding for

any consumer� Similarly� if � � qj �
�
	
and qn�� � �� so b��q� � � and bp�q� � ep� then the

rationing scheme on demand on the market of commodity j� bLj�q�� is not binding for any

consumer� Moreover� since ep�w

epj
� wj� it is easily seen that � � qj �

�
	 implies that the

rationing scheme on the market of commodity j� bLj�q�� cannot be binding for any consumer

in any DE
b�
q��

For q � Cn�� we call bBi�q� � Bi�bp�q��bl�q�� bL�q�� the reduced constrained budget

set of consumer i � Im at q� i�e��bBi�q� � fxi � X i j bp�q��xi � bp�q��wi and blj�q� � xij � wi
j � bLj�q�� �j � Ing�
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Let bdi�q� denote the best element for �i in the reduced constrained budget set bBi�q� of

consumer i � Im� so bdi�q� � di�bp�q��bl�q�� bL�q��� let bd�q� � �bd��q�� � � � � bdm�q�� denote the

collection of vectors of resulting demands� and de�ne the total excess demand at q by

bz�q� � mX
i��

bdi�q�� mX
i��

wi�

The function bz � Cn�� � IRn�� is called the reduced total excess demand function� For

q� � Cn�� it holds that �bp�q���bl�q��� bL�q��� bd�q��� is a DE
b�
q�� if and only if bz�q�� � ��

Before we describe the process in detail� we describe some properties of the reduced

total excess demand function bz in the following lemmas�

Lemma ���

Let the economy E � �fX i��i� wigmi��� ep� satisfy the Assumptions A��A	� Then the reduced

total excess demand function bz is continuous on Cn�� and bp�q��bz�q� � �� �q � Cn���

Proof

By the lemma in Dr�eze �� �p� ��
� it follows that� for every i � Im� Bi is continuous

on IRn
� � f�g � �IRn

� � IRn
�� using that pn�� � � and the absence of rationing on the

market of the numeraire commodity� Using the continuity and the strong convexity of the

preferences and the maximum theorem it follows that� for every i � Im� di is continuous

on IRn
� � f�g � �IRn

� � IRn
�� By the continuity of the functions b�� bp� bl and bL in q it fol�

lows that bz is continuous on Cn��� The strong monotonicity of the preferences yields thatbp�q��bz�q� � �� �q � Cn��� Q�E�D�

The next lemma gives the behaviour of bzj�q� on Cn�� for values of qj� j � In� equal to zero

or one�

Lemma ���

Let the economy E � �fX i��i� wigmi��� ep� satisfy the Assumptions A��A	� Then� for every

q � Cn��� for every j � In� qj � � implies bzj�q� � � and qj � � implies bzj�q� � ��

Proof

If qj � � for some j � In� then blj�q� � � and hence bzj�q� �
Pm

i���
bdij�q� � wi

j� �

mblj�q� � �� Analogously� if qj � � for some j � In� then bLj�q� � �� and hencebzj�q� �Pm

i���
bdij�q��wi

j� � mbLj�q� � �� Q�E�D�

Lemma ��	 will be used to show that the adjustment process will not hit the boundary of

Cn�� where qj � � or qj � � for some j � In�

If q� � Cn�� satis�es q�n�� � � and bz�q�� � �� then bp�q�� � ep and �bp�q���bl�q��� bL�q���bd�q��� is a DE�� The next lemma states that if q� � Cn�� is such that b��q�� � q�n��
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is su�ciently close to one and bz�q�� � �� then �bp�q���bl�q��� bL�q��� bd�q��� is a Walrasian

equilibrium� i�e�� for every consumer i � Im it holds that blj�q�� � bdij�q���wi
j �

bLj�q���

Lemma ���

Let the economy E � �fX i��i� wigmi��� ep� satisfy the Assumptions A��A	� Then there exists

� � ��� �� such that for every q� � Cn�� satisfying bz�q�� � � and q�n�� � � it holds that

�bp�q���bl�q��� bL�q��� bd�q��� is a WE�

Proof

First� suppose there exists �� � ��� �� such that q�n�� � �� for any zero point q� � Cn�� ofbz� Then the lemma is true for � � ���

Second� consider the case that there is a sequence �qr�r�IN such that for every r � IN�

qrn�� �
r��
r

and bz�qr� � �� Now� suppose the lemma is not true� Then for all r � IN�

�bp�qr��bl�qr�� bL�qr�� bd�qr�� is a DE
b�
qr� but not a WE� Modify the consumption set X i�

�i � Im� by imposing the constraint xin�� � wi
n�� � wn��� Since qr induces a DE

b�
qr��bdi�qr�� �i � Im� satis�es this constraint with inequality� Without loss of generality� it can

be assumed that �i� there is a commodity j� � In such that bpj��qr� � pj��b��qr��� �r � IN�

or �ii� there is a commodity j� � In such that bpj��qr� � p
j�
�b��qr��� �r � IN� since otherwise

there could be no binding rationing in the DE
b�
qr� induced by qr by Condition �iv�� implying

that qr was a Walrasian equilibrium� contradicting our supposition� Consider the sequence� bp�qr�
kbp�qr�k� �bl�qr�� bL�qr�� bd�qr��

r�IN

�

which is bounded and therefore� without loss of generality� can be assumed to converge

to some �p�� l�� L�� d�� � IRn��
� � �IRn

� � IRn
� �

Qm

i�� IR
n��
� � Notice that Condition �ii� of

De�nition 	�� implies that
P

i�Im
d�i �

P
i�Im

wi� Clearly� there is k � In�� such that

p�k � �� It follows easily that l�k � �wk if k � In� Therefore� even in case k � n � ��

p�
�

�l�
�

��wn���� � �� and so the function di� �i � Im� is continuous at �p�� l�� L�� by the

lemma in Dr�eze �� �p� ��
�� In case �i� it holds that p�n�� � limr��
bpn��
qr�

kbp
qr�k�
� �� so by

the strict monotonicity of preferences� for every i � Im�

d�in�� � lim
r��

bdin���q
r� � lim

r��
din���bp�qr��bl�qr�� bL�qr�� � din���p

�� l�� L�� � wi
n�� � wn���

so wn�� �
P

i�Im
d�in�� � �m � ��wn��� a contradiction� In case �ii� it holds that p�j� � �

and L�
j� �

ep�w

epj�
� so by the strict monotonicity of preferences� for every i � Im�

d�ij� � lim
r��

bdij��qr� � lim
r��

dij��bp�qr��bl�qr�� bL�qr��
� dij��p

�� l�� L�� � wi
j� �

ep�wepj� � wi
j� � wj� �



� �� �

so wj� �
P

i�Im
d�ij� � �m���wj�� a contradiction� Consequently� the lemma is true� Q�E�D�

For the remainder of the paper we �x a real number � � ��� ��� satisfying the requirement

of Lemma ���� and de�ne the sets bCn��� Cn��� and C
n��

by bCn�� � fq � Cn��jqn�� � �g�

Cn�� � fq � Cn��jqn�� � �g and C
n��

� fq � Cn��jqn�� � �g� In Section � we give a

constructive proof of the existence of a path of points in bCn�� leading from an arbitrarily

chosen initial state v � Cn�� to an approximate zero point q� � C
n��

of bz� which therefore

induces an approximate Walrasian equilibrium�

� De�nition and Illustration of the Price and Quan�

tity Adjustment Process

In this section an initial state v in the relative interior of Cn�� is assumed to be given�

Notice that the initial state v induces a �exibility parameter b��v� � �� a price systembp�v� � ep� and a rationing scheme �bl�v�� bL�v��� The price and quantity adjustment process

is de�ned and illustrated using the reduced total excess demand function bz� In the next

section it is shown that the price and quantity adjustment process converges to a Walrasian

equilibrium� irrespective of the choice of the initial state� The proofs given in that section

are given for a piecewise linear approximation of the reduced total excess demand function�

where the inaccuracy of the approximation can be made arbitrarily small� The price and

quantity adjustment process consist of two parts� First� only quantities� i�e�� the rationing

schemes� are adjusted and the price system is assumed to be �xed and equal to ep� This
part of the adjustment process is referred to as the short�term adjustment process� The

short�term adjustment process results in a DE� and coincides with the quantity adjustment

process given in Herings ���� to �nd a Dr�eze equilibrium given a �xed price system� In that

paper it has been shown that for every initial state v � Cn��� for almost every economy

�where an economy is parametrized by the initial endowments� the quantity adjustment

process converges to a uniquely determinedDE�� The proofs given there are for the functionbz itself� but are extremely tedious� Therefore� the proofs given in the next section are

related to a piecewise linear approximation of bz� allowing us to give considerably easier

demonstrations� Secondly� after a DE� has been found� the prices are adjusted and the

quantities� i�e�� the rationing schemes� are assumed to change in such a way that the markets

stay in equilibrium� This part of the adjustment process is referred to as the long�term

adjustment process and results in a Walrasian equilibrium of the economy�

More in detail� the behaviour of the price and quantity adjustment process can be

described as follows� Initially� from v the path proceeds in the subset Cn�� of bCn�� until

a zero point q� � Cn�� of bz is reached� Clearly� q� induces a DE� since at q� it holds



� �� �

that b��q�� � q�n�� � �� In general� the initial state v is incompatible with a DE�� i�e��bz�v� � �� First only adjustments of the rationing scheme take place� being based on the

excess demands on the markets of the non�numeraire commodities and on the change of the

rationing scheme compared to the initial state� whereas the price system remains initially

unchanged� So initially the process generates a path in Cn��� If there is a negative excess

demand on a market� the rationing scheme is adjusted in such a way that� compared with

the initial state induced by point v� the rationing is tightened maximally in case of supply

rationing and is weakened maximally in case of demand rationing� So� compared with

the initial state� consumers are enforced to supply less or are allowed to demand more of

this commodity� If there is a positive excess demand on a market� the rationing scheme

is adjusted in such a way that� compared with the initial state induced by point v� the

rationing is tightened maximally in case of demand rationing and weakened maximally in

case of supply rationing� If a market is in equilibrium then the rationing scheme is adjusted

in such a way that the market is kept in equilibrium�

To make this more precise� the properties of the states of the economy reached by

this quantity adjustment process can be formulated mathematically as follows� If a point

q � Cn�� is reached by the process� then there exists a real number 	 � ��� �� such that for

every j � In�

qj � 	vj if bzj�q� � ��

	vj � qj � � � 	��� vj� if bzj�q� � ��

qj � � � 	�� � vj� if bzj�q� � ��

��

Notice that the initial state v satis�es the properties given above for 	 � �� Observe

furthermore that these properties are closely related to the ideas behind the Walrasian

tatonnement process� In fact� at a point q reached by the proces we have that qj

vj
�

minh�Inf
qh
vh
g if bzj�q� � �� so that relative to v� qj is minimal if there is excess supply of

commodity j� On the other hand we have that ��qj
��vj

� minh�Inf
��qh
��vh

g if bzj�q� � �� so that

relative to v� � � qj is minimal if there is excess demand of commodity j� Finally� whenbzj�q� � �� then qj is allowed to vary between these relative lower and upper bounds in order

to keep market j in equilibrium� In Herings ���� it is shown that for a generic economy the

properties �� determine the short�term adjustment process� up to the speed of adjustment�

uniquely� As a heuristic� notice that the system of equations in �� has n� � independent

free variables� q�� � � � � qn and 	� and n equations� leaving one degree of freedom being the

dimension of the adjustment path� The process leads to a point q� � Cn��� yielding a DE��

Observe that at this point the properties �� are satis�ed for 	 � minj�Inf
q�j

vj
�
��q�j
��vj

g�

Continuing from this point q�� the process generates a path of zero points of bz inbCn��� Along the path the �exibility parameter � is adjusted according to the adjustment

of the value of qn��� Moreover� if there is demand �supply� rationing on the market of a



� �	 �

commodity� then its price is increased �decreased� relativelymaximal� whereas the rationing

scheme is adjusted such that any point on the path induces a DE
b�
q�� It will be shown that

this long�term process of following a path of DE
b�
q��s by price and quantity adjustments

either comes back to a point in Cn�� at which qn�� � �� or ends at a point in C
n��

at which

qn�� � �� In the latter case a Walrasian equilibrium has been found according to Lemma

���� In the �rst case the process has found a second DE�� Then the process continues in

Cn�� by short�term adjustments of the rationing scheme� while simultaneously the markets

are allowed to become out of equilibrium again� Along this path the rationing scheme is

adjusted again according to the excess demands and the position of the rationing scheme

with respect to the initial state v� until a new �third� DE� is found� From this point on

the process continues again in bCn�� by following a path of DE
b�
q��s� It will be shown that

eventually a DE� will be reached from where the long�term path of DE
b�
q��s leads to a

point q in C
n��

� i�e�� to a Walrasian equilibrium�

Mathematically� the properties of the states of the economy reached by the long�

term adjustment process can be formulated as follows� If q� � bCn�� is reached by the

long�term adjustment process� then

bz�q�� � �� ���

so q� induces a DE
b�
q��� Again� it should be expected that for a generic economy property

��� determines uniquely the long�term adjustment process� up to the speed of adjustment�

uniquely� As a heuristic� notice that the system of equations in ��� has n� � independent

free variables� q�� � � � � qn��� and� byWalras law� n independent equations� leaving one degree

of freedom being the dimension of the adjustment path� We will not give a formal proof of

this claim� but we will show in the next section that the long�term adjustment process is

uniquely determined for any non�degenerate piecewise linear approximation of the reduced

total excess demand function� where the inaccuracy of the approximation can be made

arbitrarily small� Observe that according to Lemma ��� any q� � bCn�� with b��q�� �

q�n�� � � satisfying property ��� is a Walrasian equilibrium�

By de�nition of the reduced total excess demand function bz along the path deter�

mined by property ��� it holds that � for j � In� the prices satisfy the conditions

bpj�q�� � �� � b��q���epj if q�j �
�
	 �

��� b��q���epj � bpj�q�� � ��� b��q�����epj if �
	 � q�j �

�
	 �bpj�q�� � �� � b��q�����epj if q�j �

�
	 �

���

Therefore� along the path of long�term price and quantity adjustments� the price of a

commodity is kept on its lower bound with respect to b��q�� as long as there is supply

rationing on the market of this commodity and the price of a commodity is kept on its

upper bound with respect to b��q�� as long as there is demand rationing on the market



� �� �

of this commodity� To keep the market in equilibrium� the price of a commodity may

vary between these lower and upper bounds if there is no rationing on the market of this

commodity� Notice that these properties are again closely related to the ideas behind the

Walrasian tatonnement process�

It will be shown in the next section that the long�term adjustment process eventually will

reach a Walrasian equilibrium�

Let Q denote the subset of bCn�� whose points satisfy �� or ���� i�e�� all points q

satisfying the properties of points generated by the price and quantity adjustment process�

Not all the points in the set Q will actually be reached by the adjustment process� This

will only hold for the points in Q which are connected to the starting point v� Denote the

component of v in Q by Qv� As has been argued above the set Q� and also its component

containing v� can be expected to be ��dimensional in general� This leads us to the following

de�nition�

De�nition 
�� �Price and quantity adjustment process	

The price and quantity adjustment process for the economy E � �fX i��i� wigmi��� ep� with
starting point v � Cn�� is given by the set Qv� the component of v in Q�

Notice that the price and quantity adjustment process is now de�ned by considering ex�

plicitly the points q generated by it� Since we have given a topological de�nition of the

process� we will also give a topological de�nition of the convergence of it�

De�nition 
�� �Convergence	

The price and quantity adjustment process for the economy E � �fX i��i� wigmi��� ep� with

starting point v � Cn�� is convergent if Qv is an arc� i�e� a set homeomorphic to the unit

interval ��� ��� having v and a Walrasian equilibrium price system as its boundary points�

Notice that any arc described as the zero points of a system of continuously di�erentiable

functions satisfying certain regularity properties can be described by a system of di�er�

ential equations� see for instance Garcia and Zangwill ���� Hence� by making suitable

di�erentiability and regularity conditions� it is possible to express the adjustment process

in a more standard way by means of a system of di�erential equations� This is also the

approach as adopted by Smale �	� and Kamiya ����� In this paper we will not make any

di�erentiability assumptions� However� we will provide a method to follow the adjustment

process arbitrarily close� even in the case where the function bz is only continuous�

We conclude this section with an example to illustrate the process� Therefore we

take an economy with two consumers and three commodities� Let the consumption sets

of the two consumers be given by X i � IRn��
� � i � �� 	� and let their preferences be

represented by the utility functions ui�X i � IR de�ned by ui�xi� � xi�x
i
�x

i
	� i � �� 	� The



� �
 �

initial endowments are given by w� � �
� �� ��� and w� � ��� 	� ���� Finally� ep is given byepj � 	� j � �� 	� and epj � � for the numeraire commodity j � �� So� ep�w � �
 is the value

of the total initial endowments at price system ep� Observe that the Walrasian equilibrium

price system is given by p� � ��� � �� ��
��

Now� suppose the initial point v � C	 is given by v � ��� �
�
� � ��

�� So in the initial

state there is no binding rationing for any consumer on any market� According to equations

������� we have that b��v� � �� bp�v� � �	� 	� ���� bl�v� � ��
��	�� and bL�v� � ��� ���� From

this it follows that bz�v� � ���
	 �

�
	�

�
	�

�� So� at v there is excess supply of the �rst commodity

and excess demand of the second commodity� For increasing values of 	 the process now

follows a path of points q � C	 such that q� � 	vj �
�
�
	 and q� � ��	���vj� � �� �

�
	� until

a point q is reached at which one of the markets reaches an equilibrium� This happens

for 	� � ��
	

at the point q� with q�� � ��
��

and q�� � �
��
� inducing the rationing schemebl�q�� � ����

 ��	�� and bL�q�� � ��� �����
�� At this rationing scheme the �rst consumer is

rationed on his supply of commodity �� His constrained demand is bd��q�� � ��	

� �

� �
	
���

For the second consumer the rationing scheme is not binding� His constrained demand isbd��q�� � ���
�

� �
	
��� Hence bz�q�� � ���� �� 	�� and indeed market 	 is in equilibrium� Now�

the process continues by decreasing q� from
�
��

to �
	
� At the point q� � ���

��
� �
	
� ��� � C	 we

have that bl�q�� � ����

���


�� and bL�q�� � ��� ���� At this rationing scheme the constrained

demands of the consumers are still the same as in the point q�� but the rationing on the

supply of commodity 	 becomes binding for consumer 	� The point still satis�es the

conditions �� for 	� � 	� � ��
	� Observe that market 	 is still in equilibrium and that

the value of q�� is still between its lower and its upper bound� A further decrease of the

value of q� reduces the supply of commodity 	 by consumer 	� Therefore� in order to keep

the market of commodity 	 in equilibrium� also the value of q� is further decreased� This

reduces the demand of consumer � for both commodities � and 	� Market 	 is kept in

equilibrium by decreasing q� and q� simultaneously along the line q� � ��q���
�� � At the

point q	 � � �
��
� �
��
� ��� � C	 we have that bl�q	� � ���

�
���

�
�� and bL�q	� � ��� ���� At this

rationing scheme the constrained demands of the consumers are equal to bd��q	� � ����
�
� � ��

�

and bd��q	� � ��� �
	
� � ��

�� Hence all markets are in equilibrium and a DE�� where P ��� �

f�	� 	� ���g� is obtained by short�term adjustments of the rationing scheme� This path in

C	 generated by the process is illustrated in Figure ��

From the point q	 the process follows a uniquely determined long�term path of zero

points of bz in bC	 satisfying the conditions ��� by adjusting simultaneously the prices and the

rationing scheme� At the point q	 we have supply rationing on both markets� So� along the

long�term path� initially both prices are kept on their lower bound with respect to P �b��q���
So� for q	 small enough we have for j � �� 	 that bpj � ���b��q��epj � ���q	�epj � Increasing q	
from zero the process follows the path given by fq � bCn��jq� �

�
��
��q��

� q� �
�

��
��q��
g� until



� �� �

Figure �� The short�term path

the point q� � � �
���

�
 �

�
��
� is reached� Going along this line from q	 to q� a path of DE

b�
q�

is followed given by bpj�q� � ��� q	�epj � 	��� q	�� j � �� 	� and blj�q� � �minf�� �qjgwj �

�qjwj� j � �� 	� At the point q� we have that bp�q�� � ��� �� ��� and bl�q�� � ��������� The

path going from q	 to q� is characterized by Keynesian multiplier e�ects� For instance� a

decrease in the price of commodity � leads to an increase in the demand of commodity

� by consumer 	� Therefore� the rationing of consumer � on his supply of commodity

� is weakened� which leads to more income for consumer � and hence more demand of

commodity 	 by consumer �� Consequently� the rationing of consumer 	 on his supply

of commodity 	 is weakened� giving him more income income and hence more demand of

commodity �� etc� These e�ects are even enforced� since also the price of commodity 	

decreases on this part of the path� However� at prices p � ��� �� ��� the unconstrained

supply of commodity 	 by consumer 	 is equal to � and hence the supply constraint on

commodity 	 becomes non�binding at the point q�� So� from this point on the lower bound

on p� becomes non�binding� Therefore� continuing along the path from the point q� the

process increases the value of q� until the point q� � � �
���

�
	�

�
�� is reached where it holds

that bp��q�� � p
�
�b��q��� � �	� �q���p��b��q��� � ��q�� � ��p��b��q��� � � � p��b��q���� so that

the price of commodity 	 exceeds its lower level if the value of q	 is increased further� Then

indeed the value of q	 is increased again� while simultaneously the values of q� and q� are

adjusted in order to keep the markets of the commodities � and 	 in equilibrium� Along



� � �

this part of the path we have that the price of commodity � is on its lower bound and the

�rst market is kept in equilibriumby adjusting the supply constraint on market �� while the

price of commodity 	 is above its lower bound and the second market is kept in equilibrium

without rationing by adapting the price� So� for given value q	 on this part of the path� let

l� be the corresponding equilibrium supply rationing and let p� be the corresponding price

of commodity 	� Since bp��q� � p
�
�b��q�� � 	�� � q	�� the current price system for given

value of q	 is given by p � �	��� q	�� p�� ���� while consumer � is constrained by l� � � on

his supply of commodity � and consumer 	 is unrationed� So� at a price system p induced

by a vector q on this part of the path the reduced demands for the commodities � and 	

are given by

d�� � 
 � l�� d
�
� �

� � p�l�
	p�

�
� � 	��� q	�l�

	p�
�

and

d�� �
	p� � �

�p�
�

	p� � �

�� � q	�
� d�� �

	p� � �

�p�
�

Since supply equals demand it follows that along the path l� � � �p���

��q��

and p� � �� From

equations ��� and �
� it then follows that along the path

l� � bl��q� � ��	q� � �
	p� � �

�� � q	�
� �

�

	��� q	�

and

p� � bp��q� � �	� �q��	�� � q	� � ��q� � ��
	

�� � q	�
� �

must hold� From this we obtain that for increasing values of q	 the process follows the

path given by

q� �
�

	
�� � q	�
� q� �

�
�q	�� � �q	 � �

q	�	 � q	�
�

The process follows this path until the point q � ��

� �
��
� 	
�
�� is reached� inducing the

Walrasian equilibrium price system p � ���� �� ��
�� At this price system the unconstrained

supply of commodity � by consumer � is equal to 	 and hence the supply constraint bl��q� �
��q�w� � �	 becomes indeed not binding at this point� So� a Walrasian equilibrium has

been found� The projection of the long�term path in bC	 on the �q�� q���space has been

drawn in Figure 	�

As a technical exercise it is possible to continue along the path by solving for ����

The remainder of the path will consist only of q�s inducing Walrasian equilibria� Starting

from q �rst the value of q� is increased until the point q� � ��	 �
�
���

	
��
� is reached� wherebl�q�� � ��
��	�� and bL�q�� � ��� ���� so all possibilities for rationing are eliminated�



� �� �

Figure 	� The projection on the �q�� q���space of the long�term path

Next the value of q	 is further increased towards �� while the values of q� and q� are simply

adjusted to guarantee that the prices keep there Walrasian equilibrium values� bp��q� � �
�

and bp��q� � �� It is easily veri�ed that for q	 � �	
�
� �� the path is given by

q� �
���q	�� � ��q	 � �

�	q	�	 � q	�
� q� �

�
�q	�� � �q	 � �

q	�	 � q	�
�

Notice that on this last part of the path there is not any real change occurring� at any

point on the path the price system and the rationing scheme stay the same�

� The Approximate Price and Quantity Adjustment

Process

In this section attention is focused on the price and quantity adjustment process for a

piecewise linear approximation of the reduced total excess demand function� where the

inaccuracy of the approximation can be taken arbitrarily small� We show that� under

a standard non�degeneracy condition� for any arbitrarily chosen starting point v in the

relative interior of Cn�� there exists a unique path of points connecting v with a point

in C
n��

yielding an approximate Walrasian equilibrium� The �rst part of the path is in

Cn�� and connects v with a point q�� � Cn�� yielding an approximate DE�� Then the
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process continues with a path in bCn�� n Cn�� such that any point q on the path yields an

approximate DE
b�
q�� It may happen that this part of the path ends in a second approximate

DE� induced by some point q�� � Cn��� Then the process continues in Cn�� and �nds a

third approximate DE�� from where the process continues again in bCn�� n Cn�� with any

point q on the path inducing an approximate DE
b�
q�� Eventually the process �nds in Cn��

an approximate DE� from where the path of approximate DE
b�
q��s leads to an approximate

Walrasian equilibrium induced by some point in C
n��

� Applying the technique of simplicial

approximation provides us both with a constructive proof of the existence of such a path

of points and with the possibility to follow this path� By taking the mesh size of the

underlying triangulation small enough the inaccuracy of the approximation can be made

arbitrarily small� In the following de�nition an approximate DE� for any parameter value

of � � ��� �� is introduced�

De�nition ��� ���DE�	

For given � � ��� �� and given real number � � �� an ��DE� for the economy E � �fX i��i�

wigmi��� ep� is a price system p � P ���� a rationing scheme �l� L� � �IRn
� � IRn

� and for

every consumer i � Im a consumption bundle xi � X i such that all conditions of a DE�

are satis
ed with the condition of equality of demand and supply replaced by k
Pm

i�� x
i �Pm

i��w
ik� � ��

Clearly� a ��DE� is a DE�� In order to show the existence of the described path we will

use some techniques of simplicial approximation of functions� We �rst recall the concept

of a simplicial subdivision�

For given t � IN� � � t � k� a t�dimensional simplex or t�simplex is de�ned as

the convex hull of t � � a�nely independent vectors in IRk� q�� � � � � qt��� and is denoted

by 
�q�� � � � � qt��� or shortly by 
� The vectors q�� � � � � qt�� are called the vertices of 
� A

�t � ���simplex � being the convex hull of t vertices of 
�q�� � � � � qt��� is called a facet of


� For h � It�� the facet � �q�� � � � � qh��� qh��� � � � � qt��� is called the facet of 
 opposite the

vertex qh� For � � j � t� a j�simplex being the convex hull of j � � vertices of a t�simplex


 is called a face of 
� A �nite collection T of k�simplices is a triangulation of a compact�

convex k�dimensional subset S of some Euclidean space if�

�� S is the union of all simplices in T !

	� the intersection of two simplices in T is either empty or a common face of both�

It can be shown that each facet � of a k�simplex 
 � T either lies in the relative boundary

of S and is only a facet of 
 or it is a facet of exactly one other k�simplex in T � The mesh

size of a triangulation T is de�ned by mesh�T � � max��T maxfkeq � bqk� j eq� bq � 
g�



� �� �

Let a compact� convex t�dimensional subset S of some Euclidean space� a triangu�

lation T of S and a function f � S � IRk be given� A function F � S � IRk is called the

piecewise linear approximation of f with respect to T if for every vertex q of any 
 � T it

holds that F �q� � f�q� and for every element q of S it holds that F �q� �
P

h�It��
�hF �qh��

when q � 
�q�� � � � � qt��� for some t�simplex 
 � T and q �
P

h�It��
�hq

h for some � � IRt��
�

with
P

h�It��
�h � ��

The price and quantity adjustment process will be considered for a piecewise linear

approximation bZ of the reduced total excess demand function bz with respect to a given

triangulation T of bCn�� with an arbitrarily small mesh size� As is intuitively clear� and as

will be shown formally later on� a point q � bCn�� satisfying bZ�q� � � is an approximate

DE
b�
q� if the inaccuracy of the approximation is small enough� Therefore� such a point q

will be called a DE
b�
q� of

bZ or an approximate DE
b�
q�� The short�term adjustment process

operates in the n�dimensional subset Cn��� The obtain the path generated by it one

can apply the product�ray algorithm described in Doup and Talman ��� or the exponent�

ray algorithm given in Doup� van den Elzen� and Talman �
� to the function bZ on the

set Cn��� Due to the special properties of the function bz and therefore of bZ we will be

able to derive several interesting properties of the path� After the short�term adjustment

process has reached a DE� of bZ in Cn��� it generates a path of approximate DE
b�
q��s inbCn��� This part of the price and quantity adjustment process does not correspond to any

simplicial algorithm considered before in the literature� Next� a simplicial algorithm will

be described that generates the path followed by both the short�term and the long�term

price and quantity adjustment process�

To describe the algorithm� let an initial state v in the relative interior of Cn�� be

given� Notice that for any such point it holds that blj�v� � �� �j � In� and bLj�v� � �� �j �

In� Therefore� there is neither complete supply rationing nor complete demand rationing�

and in general no component of bz�v� will be equal to zero� The algorithm now proceeds

by increasing any component j of v for which bzj�v� � � and decreasing any component j

of v for which bzj�v� � �� To formalize this� let S be the set of n�dimensional sign vectors

given by

S � fs � IRnjsj � f��� ����g� �j � Ing�

For any s � S� de�ne the sets I��s�� I��s�� and I��s� by I��s� � fj � In j sj � ��g�

I��s� � fj � Injsj � �g� and I��s� � fj � In j sj � ��g� so I��s�� I��s�� and I��s� are

the set of negative� zero� and positive components of s� respectively� Let i��s�� i��s�� and

i��s� denote the number of components in these respective sets� For any s � S nf�g� de�ne

the i��s��dimensional set Cn���s� by

Cn���s� � fq � Cn��jqj � �� �j � I��s�� and qj � �� �j � I��s�g�
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Figure �� The sets A�s� for n � 	

and de�ne the �i��s� � ���dimensional set A�s� by

A�s� � co�fvg � Cn���s���

where co denotes the convex hull of a set� Moreover� the set A��� is de�ned byA��� � bCn���

The sets A�s�� s � �� are illustrated for n � 	 in Figure �� Let the �rst n components of

the functions bz and bZ be denoted by bz and bZ� respectively� Observe that a point q � bCn��

satis�es the properties of �� for the function bZ if and only if q � A�s� and sgn� bZ�q�� � s

for some s � S n f�g� Moreover� a point q � bCn�� satis�es property ��� for the function bZ
if and only if q � A�s� and sgn� bZ�q�� � s for s � ��

Now� let G��� be a triangulation in �n � ���simplices of the �n � ���dimensional

set A��� such that for any s � S the restriction of G��� to A�s� induces a triangulation

G�s� in �i��s� � ���simplices of A�s�� Such a triangulation of bCn�� is said to be a proper

triangulation� A proper triangulation of bCn�� with arbitrarily small chosen mesh size

exists and can be obtained by adapting the so�called V �triangulation on a cube developed

in Doup and Talman ���� For the remainder of this section some proper triangulation ofbCn�� is assumed to be given�

Let s � S be a sign vector with i��s� � t� for some t � I�n� and let 
�q�� � � � � qt��� be

a �t� ���dimensional simplex of G�s�� Consider solutions ���� � � � � �t��� �j�j�I�
s�	I�
s�� �



� 	� �

IRn�� of the following system of �n � �� equations�X
h�I�t��

�h

� bz�qh�
�

�
�

X
j�I�
s�	I�
s�

j

�
sje�j�

�

�
�

�
�

�

�
� ���

where e�j� denotes the j�th n�dimensional unit vector� If �h � �� �h � I�t��� and j � ��

�j � I��s� � I��s�� then ���� � � � � �t��� �j�j�I�
s�	I�
s�� is called an admissible solution to

����

Notice that if 
�q�� � � � � qt��� � G�s� for some s � S and ���� � � � � �t��� �j�j�I�
s�	I�
s��

is an admissible solution to ���� then the point q given by q �
P

h�I�t��
�hq

h is an element

of 
 satisfying �� for bZ if s � � and ��� for bZ if s � ��

An admissible solution ���� � � � � �t��� �j�j�I�
s�	I�
s�� to ��� such that two or more

variables are equal to zero is called a degenerate admissible solution to ���� Following the

literature on simplicial algorithms� we make the non�degeneracy assumption that there are

no degenerate admissible solutions� Notice that the non�degeneracy assumption is a very

weak assumption� since ��� is a system with n�	 unknowns and n�� equations� whereas

letting two unknowns being equal to zero yields two more equations� Moreover� the number

of possible systems� i�e�� all simplices in �s�SG�s�� is �nite� Clearly� if the function bz is such

that the non�degeneracy assumption is not satis�ed� then this assumption will be ful�lled

for an arbitrarily small perturbation of bz� Furthermore� it is possible to circumvent this non�

degeneracy assumption completely by using lexicographic pivoting� see Todd �	��� However�

lexicographic pivoting implies a much higher mathematical complexity and therefore we

simply make the non�degeneracy assumption in this paper� It is important to point out that

the non�degeneracy assumption has some interesting economic implications in our model

due to the fact that bz satis�es the boundary behaviour of Lemma ��	� It will guarantee

that the price and quantity adjustment process will not reach states of the economy with

complete supply rationing or complete demand rationing on some market� i�e�� if q is

generated by the price and quantity adjustment process� then � � qj � �� �j � In� Indeed�

the following lemma makes clear that there are no admissible solutions on the boundary ofbCn�� where qj � � or qj � � for some j � In if the non�degeneracy assumption is satis�ed�

Lemma ���

Let the economy E � �fX i��i� wigmi��� ep� satisfy the Assumptions A��A	� Let G be a

proper triangulation of bCn�� and assume that the non�degeneracy assumption is satis
ed�

Let a sign vector s � S� a simplex 
�q�� � � � � qt��� � G�s� and an admissible solution

���� � � � � �t��� �j�j�I�
s�	I�
s�� to ��� be given� Let q �
P

h�I�t��
�hq

h� Then qj � ��� ���

�j � In�

Proof

Suppose the lemma is not true and there exists k � In such that qk � � or qk � �� First�



� 		 �

consider the case where qk � �� Since v is a point of the relative interior of Cn�� it follows

that k � I��s��I��s� and that q lies in a facet of 
� so there is h� � I�t�� with �h� � ��With�

out loss of generality it can be assumed that h� � t� �� Therefore� by the non�degeneracy

assumption� �h � �� �h � I�t � and j � �� �j � I��s� � I��s�� and hence qhk � �� �h � I�t �

Notice that
P

h�I�t
�hbz�qh� �Pj�I�
s�	I�
s� jsje�j��

Suppose k � I��s�� Then� using Lemma ��	� � �
P

h�I�t
�hbzk�qh� � �k � �� a contradic�

tion� Suppose k � I��s�� Then � � qk � vk � �� a contradiction� Consequently� k � I��s��

Since k � I��s� it follows that
P

h�I�t
�hbzk�qh� � �� Since qhk � �� �h � I�t � it follows by

Lemma ��	 that bzk�qh� � �� �h � I�t � and therefore bzk�qh� � �� �h � I�t � Hence� row k of

the matrix M given by

M �

��� bz�qh�
�

�
h�I�t

�

�
�sje�j�

�

�
j�I�
s�	I�
s�

�	
is the zero vector and the rank of M is at most n� Since the system Mx � ���� ��� has

a solution ���� � � � � �t� �j�j�I�
s�	I�
s�� with �h � �� �h � I�t � j � �� �j � I��s� � I��s��

and since the rank of M is at most n� there is a ray of such solutions� Hence there is a

solution with �h � �� �h � I�t � j � �� �j � I��s�� I��s�� whereas �h � � for some h � I�t
or j � � for some j � I��s� � I��s�� a contradiction�

The case where qk � � is completely symmetric� Q�E�D�

For some s � S and a simplex 
�q�� � � � � qt��� � G�s�� let ���� � � � � �t��� �j�j�I�
s�	I�
s��

be an admissible solution to ��� with �h� � � for some h� � I�t��� Then the point q �P
h�I�t��nfh

�g �hq
h is a point satisfying the properties of the adjustment process belonging

to the facet � �q�� � � � � qh
���� qh

���� � � � � qt��� of 
 opposite the vertex qh
�

� Such a facet is

called an s�complete �or complete� facet� More precisely� a facet � �q�� � � � � qt� of a simplex


 � G�s� is s�complete for some sign vector s � S with i��s� � t if the system of equations

X
h�I�t

�h

� bz�qh�
�

�
�

X
j�I�
s�	I�
s�

j

�
sje�j�

�

�
�

�
�

�

�
����

has a solution ���� � � � � �t� �j�j�I�
s�	I�
s�� satisfying �h � �� �h � I�t � and j � ��

�j � I��s� � I��s�� called an admissible solution to ����� Notice that the non�degeneracy

assumption implies �h � �� �h � I�t � and j � �� �j � I��s� � I��s�� Two facets � and �

are said to be adjacent complete facets if

�i� � � � and for some s� both � and � are s�complete facets of the same simplex 
 � G�s��

or

�ii� � � � � for some s � �� � is an s�complete facet of � and there exists some j �

I��s� � I��s� such that � is an s�complete simplex in G�s� with sj � � and sk � sk for all



� 	� �

k � j� or

�iii� � � � and for some s � �� j � I��s� � I��s�� k � I��s� we have that � is both an

s�complete facet of a simplex 
 � G�s� and � is an s�complete facet of a simplex 
 � G�s�

with sj � �� sk � f�����g and sh � sh for all h � j� k�

Consider the simplex fvg� This ��simplex can only be an s�complete facet for some

s � S if i��s� � �� It follows easily that fvg is an s�complete facet of the unique simplex


�v� q�� � G�s� containing fvg as a facet� where s � sgn�bz�v�� and the admissible solution

to the system in ���� corresponding to s and fvg is given by �� � � and j � jbzj�v�j�
�j � In� The admissible solution corresponding to the system in ��� for the simplex 
�v� q��

is given by �� � �� �� � � and j � jbzj�v�j� �j � In� Notice that the non�degeneracy

assumption implies j � �� �j � In� Hence� it follows immediately that there is no other

sign vector s � S for which fvg is s�complete�

The following lemma shows that there is exactly one adjacent complete facet to fvg�

Moreover� if � is an s�complete facet belonging to C
n��

� �hence � is a ��complete facet��

then there is also exactly one adjacent complete facet to �� Finally� if � is an s�complete

facet for some s � S� and � is not equal to fvg and does not belong to C
n��

� then there

are exactly two adjacent complete facets to ��

Lemma ���

Let the economy E � �fX i��i� wigmi��� ep� satisfy the Assumptions A��A	� Let G be a proper

triangulation of bCn�� and assume that the non�degeneracy assumption is satis
ed� Let a

sign vector s � S and an s�complete facet � �q�� � � � � qt� of a simplex in G�s� be given� If

� � fvg or if � 
 C
n��

� then there is exactly one adjacent complete simplex to �� Otherwise�

there are exactly two adjacent complete simplices to ��

Proof

Let � � fvg� Then � is s�complete for a uniquely determined sign vector s � S� Since

� lies in the relative boundary of A�s� there is a unique simplex 
�v� q�� � G�s� having

� as a facet� Make a linear programming pivot step with the vector �bz�q���� ��� in the

system ���� corresponding to s and �� By the non�degeneracy assumption exactly one of

the variables ��� j � j � In� becomes zero� If �� becomes zero� then fq�g is an s�complete

facet of a simplex in G�s�� If� say� j� � �� then 
�v� q�� is an s�complete facet of a uniquely

determined simplex in G�s�� where sj� � � and sj � sj� �j � In n fj �g� This yields exactly

one adjacent complete simplex to �� It is clear that there cannot be any other�

Let � �q�� � � � � qt� be an s�complete facet in C
n��

� Then� � is ��complete and t � n� Since �

lies in the relative boundary of A��� there is exactly one simplex� say 
�q�� � � � � qn����

in G��� having � as a facet� Make a linear programming pivot step with the vector

�bz�qn����� ��� in the system ���� corresponding to s � � and �� By the non�degeneracy

assumption exactly one of the variables �h� h � I�n� becomes zero� say �h� � Therefore� the



� 	
 �

facet of 
 opposite the vertex fqh
�

g is a ��complete facet of a simplex in G���� This yields

exactly one adjacent complete simplex to �� It is clear that there cannot be any other

adjacent complete simplex�

Let � �q�� � � � � qt� be an s�complete facet such that neither � � fvg nor � is a subset of

C
n��

� There are two possibilities� either � lies in the relative boundary of A�s� or � lies

in the relative interior of A�s�� Suppose � lies in the relative boundary of A�s�� Then

there is a unique simplex 
�q�� � � � � qt��� in G�s� containing � as a facet� Make a linear

programming pivot step with the vector �bz�qt����� ��� in the system ���� corresponding

to s and �� By the non�degeneracy assumption exactly one of the variables �h� h � I�t � j �

j � I��s�� I��s�� becomes zero� If �h� becomes zero� then the facet of 
 opposite qh
�

is an

s�complete facet of a simplex in G�s�� If j� � �� then 
 is an s�complete facet of a uniquely

determined simplex in G�s�� where sj� � � and sj � sj� �j � In n fj �g� This yields exactly

one adjacent complete simplex to �� Since � lies in the relative boundary of A�s�� but �

is neither a subset of C
n��

nor of the boundary of A�s� where qj � � or qj � � for some

j � In by Lemma ��	� it holds that � is a simplex of G�bs� for a unique sign vector bs � S

with i��bs� � t��� Let j� � I��s� be the unique component such that bsj� � �� Make a linear

programming pivot step with the vector �sj�e�j
���� ��� in the system ���� corresponding

to s and �� By the non�degeneracy assumption exactly one of the variables �h� h � I�t � j �

j � I��s� � I��s�� becomes zero� If �h� becomes zero� then the facet of � opposite qh
�

is

an bs�complete facet of �� If �� � �� then � is an es�complete facet of a uniquely determined

simplex 
�q�� � � � � qt� eqt��� in G�es�� where es�� � � and esj � bsj � �j � In n f �g� In this case �

is both an s�complete facet of a simplex in G�s� and an es�complete facet of a simplex in

G�es�� with s � es� and is therefore adjacent complete to itself� It is clear that there cannot

be any other�

Consider the case with � lying in the relative interior of A�s�� Then there are exactly two

simplices� say 
�q�� � � � � qt��� and 
�q�� � � � � qt� qt���� containing � as a facet� Make a linear

programming pivot step with the vector �bz�qt����� ��� and with the vector �bz�qt����� ���

respectively in the system ���� corresponding to s and �� Using the same arguments as

before� this yields exactly two adjacent complete simplices to �� It is clear that there cannot

be any other� Q�E�D�

Lemma ��


Let the economy E � �fX i��i� wigmi��� ep� satisfy the Assumptions A��A	� Let G be a

proper triangulation of bCn�� and assume that the non�degeneracy assumption is satis
ed�

Then there exists a unique 
nite sequence of di�erent pairs of sign vectors and simplices

�s�� � ��� � � � � �sM � �M� such that � � � fvg� �M 
 C
n��

� � k is an sk�complete facet and any

two successive simplices in the sequence are adjacent complete simplices�



� 	� �

Proof

Let � � � fvg� which is sgn�bz�v���complete� Let � �� with corresponding sign vector s�� be

the unique adjacent complete simplex to � �� which exists according to Lemma ���� Now� for

k � IN n f�g� it holds that either � k 
 C
n��

and there exists no adjacent complete simplex

other than � k�� by Lemma ���� or there exists by Lemma ��� a unique simplex � k��� with

corresponding sign vector sk��� that is not equal to � k��� Proceeding this way� there exists

a �nite number M such that either �K 
 C
n��

or� by the �niteness of the number of pairs

�s� � � such that � is an s�complete facet of a simplex in G�s�� the pair �sM � �M� has been

generated before� However� from the door�in�door�out principle of Lemke and Howson ����

it follows that each pair �s� � �� representing an s�complete facet � of a simplex in G�s� for

some s � S� can be generated at most once� Hence� �M 
 C
n��

� Q�E�D�

The algorithm generating the sequence of adjacent complete simplices as described in

Lemma ��
 is given below� In the description of the algorithm� � k � co�fqh j h � I�t g�

will denote an sk�complete facet currently generated by the procedure� where sk with

i��sk� � t is a sign vector generated by the procedure and induces the set A�sk� and the

triangulation G�sk� of A�sk� in which the procedure generates simplices� The algorithm

operates as follows�

Algorithm

Step �� Set t � � and k � �� Set � k � fvg� sk � sgn�bz�v�� and let qt�� be the unique

point in A�sk� such that 
k�v� qt��� is a �t� ���simplex of G�sk�� Go to Step ��

Step �� Let 
 be equal to the convex hull of � k � fqt��g� Make a linear programming

pivot step with the vector �bz�qt����� ��� in the system ���� corresponding to sk and

� k� Then exactly one of the variables �h� h � I�t � j � j � I��sk� � I��sk�� becomes

equal to zero� If for some h� � I�t � �h� � �� then set sk�� � sk and go to Step 	� If

for some j� � I��sk� � I��sk�� j� � �� then set s � sk and go to Step ��

Step 	� Increase the value of k by � and let � k be the facet of 
 opposite qh
�

� If � k 
 C
n��

�

then the algorithm terminates� If � k � G�s� for some s � S� then go to Step 
�

Otherwise� there is exactly one �t� ���simplex 
 � G�sk� such that 
 � 
 and � k is

a facet of 
� Go to Step � with qt�� as the unique vertex of 
 opposite � k�

Step �� De�ne sk�� by sk��
j� � � and sk��

j � sj� �j � In n fj �g� There is a unique simplex


 � G�sk��� having 
 as a facet� Increase the values of k and t by � and go to Step

� with qt�� as the unique vertex of 
 opposite 
 and � k � 
�

Step 
� Let 
 be equal to � k� Make a linear programming pivot step with the vector

�sje�j��� ��� in the system ���� corresponding to sk and � k� where j � In is such



� 	 �

that skj � � and sj � �� Then exactly one of the variables �h� h � I�t � j � j �

I��sk��I��sk�� becomes equal to zero� If for some h� � I�t � �h� � �� then set sk�� � s�

decrease the value of t by � and go to Step 	� If for some j� � I��sk��I��sk�� j� � ��

then decrease the value of t by � and go to Step ��

Let the assumptions of Lemma ��
 be satis�ed and let �s�� � ��� � � � � �sM � �M� be all di�erent

pairs of sign vectors and simplices successively generated by the algorithm� For every pair

�sk� � k�� k � IM � it holds that � k is an sk�complete facet of an �i��sk�����simplex of G�sk��

For every k � IM � de�ne tk � i��sk�� let � k � � k�q�� � � � � qt
k

� and de�ne qk � � k by

qk �
X
h�I�

tk

�hq
h�

with �h following from the admissible solution to ���� corresponding to sk and � k� For

t � IR� de�ne btc as the smallest integer which is less than or equal to t� Finally� de�ne the

piecewise linear� continuous function � � ��� ��� bCn�� by

��t� � ��� �M � ��t� b�M � ��tc� q��b
M���tc

���M � ��t� b�M � ��tc� q��b
M���tc� �t � ��� ���

���� � qM �

Clearly� � generates a piecewise linear path in bCn�� connecting the point q� � fvg with

a point qM � C
n��

� Furthermore� every point q � ����� ��� � Cn�� satis�es �� for the

piecewise linear approximation bZ� and every point q � ����� ��� � � bCn�� n Cn��� satis�es

��� for bZ� as is proved in the following theorem�

Theorem ���

Let the economy E � �fX i��i� wigmi��� ep� satisfy the Assumptions A��A	� Let G be a proper

triangulation of bCn�� and assume that the non�degeneracy assumption is satis
ed� Then�

for every q � ����� ��� � Cn�� there exists a real number 	 � ��� �� such that� for every

j � In�

qj � 	vj if bZj�q� � ��

	qj � qj � � � 	��� vj� if bZj�q� � ��

qj � � � 	�� � vj� if bZj�q� � ��

Furthermore� for all q � ����� ��� � � bCn�� n Cn��� it holds that bZ�q� � ��

Proof

Consider the pairs �sk� � k� and �sk��� � k��� for some k � IM��� Let 
k � co�� k � � k���

and let sk be such that I��sk� � I��sk� � I��sk���� I��sk� � I��sk� � I��sk��� and



� 	� �

I��sk� � I��sk� � I��sk���� For qk and qk��� induced by the admissible solutions to

���� corresponding to �sk� � k� respectively �sk��� � k���� it holds that they are also induced

by admissible solutions yk� yk�� � IRn�� to ��� corresponding to �sk� 
k�� When yk� yk��

are admissible solutions� then so is �yk � ��� ��yk��� �� � ��� ��� Then� since 
k � G�sk�

for all k � IM��� it follows that for every q � ����� ��� � Cn��� and thus q � G�s� for some

s � �� �� is satis�ed for bZ� whereas for every q � ����� ��� � � bCn�� n Cn���� and thus

q � G���� ��� is satis�ed for bZ� Q�E�D�

� Accuracy Analysis

In Section � we have proved� for an arbitrary piecewise linear approximation bZ of bz� the
existence of a piecewise linear path of points in bCn�� that connects the starting point fvg

with a zero point of bZ in C
n��

� For every point along the path that belongs to Cn��� ��

holds for the piecewise linear approximation� whereas for every point along the path that

belongs to bCn�� n Cn��� ��� holds for the approximation�

In this section it will be shown that this path follows the price and quantity adjustment

process as described in Section 
 arbitrarily close by taking the mesh�size of the triangu�

lation small enough� To this end� observe that the properties� as given by ��� of points

q � Cn�� n fvg that are reached by the process are equivalent tobzj�q� � � if qj � 	vj�bzj�q� � � if 	vj � qj � �� 	�� � vj��bzj�q� � � if qj � � � 	��� vj��

For q � v the properties in �� are trivially satis�ed by taking 	 � �� both for bz and forbZ� The following result shows that the other points related to the adjustment process forbZ approximately satisfy the properties �� and ��� for bz�
Theorem ��

Let the economy E � �fX i��i� wigmi��� ep� satisfy the Assumptions A��A	� Then� for every

� � � there exists � � � such that for every proper triangulation G of bCn�� satisfying

mesh�G� � � and for which the non�degeneracy assumption is satis
ed� it holds that

�i� for every q � ����� ��� � Cn��� for every j � In�

bzj�q� � � if qj � 	vj�

�� � bzj�q� � � if 	vj � qj � �� 	�� � vj��bzj�q� � �� if qj � � � 	��� vj��

�ii� for every q � ����� ��� � � bCn�� n Cn����

kbz�q�k� � ��



� 	� �

Proof

Given � � �� de�ne �� � ������
P

j�In
epj���� and let � � minf�� ��g� Since bCn�� is compact

and bz is continuous� there exists � � � such that q�� q� � bCn�� and kq�� q�k� � �� implies

kbz�q���bz�q��k� � �� Let G be a proper triangulation of bCn�� satisfying mesh�G� � � and

being such that the non�degeneracy assumption is satis�ed� Furthermore� for all q � bCn��

there exists � � IRn��
� such that

P
j�In��

�j � � and q �
P

j�In��
�jq

j� with qj the vertices

of an n�simplex 
�q�� � � � � qn��� of G containing q� Consequently� for all q � bCn���

k bZ�q�� bz�q�k� � k
X

j�In��

�j�bz�qj�� bz�q��k� � �

and therefore� for all j � In���bZj�q�� � � bzj�q� � bZj�q� � �� ����

Now� for every q � ����� ����Cn�� there exists j � IR�� �j � In� and 	 � ��� ��� such that

for every j � In�bZj�q� � �j if qj � 	vj�bZj�q� � � if 	vj � qj � �� 	�� � vj��bZj�q� � j if qj � � � 	��� vj��

Combining this with ���� yields part �i� of the theorem� For q � ����� ��� � � bCn�� n Cn���

it holds that bZj�q� � �� �j � In� and thus� using ����� jbzj�q�j � �� Consequent�

ly� j
P

j�In
bpj�q�bzj�q�j � P

j�In
jbpj�q�bzj�q�j � �� � ����

P
j�In

epj� � �� But then� sincebp�q��bz�q� � � by Lemma ���� we have that jbzn���q�j � j �
P

j�In
bpj�q�bzj�q�j � �� Q�E�D�

Notice that Theorem �� implies that for every � � � there exists � � � such that for

every proper triangulation G of bCn�� with mesh�G� � � and for which the non�degeneracy

assumption is satis�ed it holds that every point q in bCn��nCn�� generated by the algorithm

is an ��DE
b�
q� and that every point q in C

n��
generated by the algorithm is an ��WE� This

follows easily once it is shown that demand rationing on the market of commodity j � In

cannot be binding for such a point q if qj �
�
	 � Without loss of generality assume that

� � mini�Im�j�In�
ep
w

epj
� wj � wi

j�� Then� for every i � Im� for every j � In� it follows that

bdij�q�� wi
j � bzj�q� � wj � wi

j � �� wj � wi
j �

ep �wepj � bLj�q� if qj �
	

�
�

The next result shows that the path of the approximate adjustment process gets arbitrarily

close to the set Qv� This does not exclude that the set Qv contains points which are never

approximated by the adjustment process related to bZ� For instance� in case the set Qv

displays a bifurcation� it is possible that the approximate adjustment process converges to

one of the branches� In case the adjustment process related to bz is convergent� also the
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converse follows� i�e�� every point of Qv gets arbitrarily close to the path of the approximate

adjustment process� It follows that if the adjustment process related to bz is convergent�

then any sequence of paths related to the approximate adjustment process with mesh size

going to zero converges to Qv� For a non�empty compact set S of IRk de�ne the distance

function gS � IRk � IR by

gS�s� � min
s�S

ks� sk�� �s � IRk�

Notice that both the sets Qv and ����� ��� are compact�

Theorem ��

Let the economy E � �fX i��i� wigmi��� ep� satisfy the Assumptions A��A	� Then� for every

� � � there exists � � � such that for every proper triangulation G of bCn�� satisfying

mesh�G� � � and for which the non�degeneracy assumption is satis
ed� it holds that� for

every t � ��� ��� gQv���t�� � �� If the price and quantity adjustment process is convergent

then� for every � � � there exists � � � such that for every proper triangulation G of bCn��

satisfying mesh�G� � � and for which the non�degeneracy assumption is satis
ed� it holds

that� for every q � Qv� g�
�������q� � ��

Proof

Suppose the �rst part of the theorem is not true� Then there exists � � � such that for

every r � IN there exists a proper triangulation Gr of bCn�� satisfying mesh�Gr� � �
r
� for

which the non�degeneracy assumption is satis�ed� and there exists tr � ��� �� such that

gQv��
r�tr�� � �� By Hildenbrand ��	�� Proposition �� page �� the sequence f�r���� ���gr�IN

has a convergent subsequence which we also denote by f�r���� ���gr�IN� Using the continuity

of bz and Theorem �� it follows easily that the closed limit of this sequence is a subset

of Q� By Mas�Colell �	��� Theorem A������ii�� page ��� the closed limit is connected since

every �r���� ��� is connected� Therefore� the closed limit is a subset of Qv� Consider any

accumulation point of the sequence f�r�tr�gr�IN� say q� so q � Qv� So�

� � gQv�q� � inffgQv��
r�tr�� j r � INg � ��

a contradiction�

Suppose the second part of the theorem is not true� Then there exists � � � such that

for every r � IN there exists a proper triangulation Gr of bCn�� satisfying mesh�G� � �

for which the non�degeneracy assumption is satis�ed� and there exists qr � Qv such that

g�r
�������q
r� � �� Without loss of generality� the sequence fqrgr�IN is convergent� say to the

element q� Also without loss of generality� by Hildenbrand ��	�� Proposition �� page �� the

sequence f�r���� ���gr�IN is convergent� say to the set "� By the �rst part of the theorem it

follows that " 
 Qv� Clearly� q �� "� Since the adjustment process Qv is convergent there



� �� �

exists a homeomorphism f � ��� �� � Qv� where f��� � v and f��� � q� with q� inducing a

Walrasian equilibrium of E and q�n�� � �� Using that Qv is an arc and that there exists a

neighbourhood N of q� such that q � N and bz�q� � � implies that q induces a Walrasian

equilibrium of E� it follows that there is no q � Qv such that q � q� and qn�� � ��

Hence� �r��� � f��� � v and �r��� � f��� � q�� Moreover� there is t � ��� �� such

that q � f�t�� By Mas�Colell �	��� Theorem A������ii�� page ��� " is connected� However�

" 
 f���� �� n ftg�� f��� � "� f��� � " and f is a homeomorphism� so " is not connected�

a contradiction� Q�E�D�
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